ABSTRACT Attention mechanism has been extensively used in video captioning tasks, which enables further development of deeper visual understanding. However, most existing video captioning methods apply the attention mechanism on the frame level, which only model the temporal structure and generated words, but ignore the region-level spatial information that provides accurate visual features corresponding to the semantic content. In this paper, we propose a fine-grained spatial-temporal attention model (FSTA), and the spatial information of objects appearing in the video will be our main concern. In the proposed FSTA, we achieve the spatial-hard attention at a fine-grained region level of objects through the mask pooling module and compute the temporal soft attention by using a two-layer LSTM network with attention mechanism to generate sentences. We test the proposed model on two benchmark datasets, namely, MSVD and MSR-VTT. The results indicate that our proposed FSTA model can achieve competitive performance against the state of the arts on both datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video captioning requires to automatically describe videos in natural language, which is known as a combination of computer vision and natural language processing (NLP), and is regarded as a crucial challenge in machine understanding [1] - [5] . Recently, video captioning task has attracted tremendous attention because of its significance in the applications, such as human-robot interaction and aids for blind and visually impaired people.
A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION
Video captioning task translates the input video frames to a sequence of words. Benefiting from the rapid development of deep networks, promising results have been achieved [6] - [8] . Inspired by the machine translation task [9] , [10] , most recent works employ the encoder-decoder framework, which applies Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to encodes video frames into a sequence of feature vectors with the fixed length, and adopts Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), e.g., Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), as the decoder to generate a caption automatically. Particularly, the early work [6] proposed a mean-pooling strategy for visual representation, and decoded it into natural language description by LSTM. S2VT [7] designed a representative sequence-to-sequence network to encode the visual features for video captioning. Meanwhile, inspired by recent advanced works [11] , Yao et al. [8] employed attention mechanism to weight each temporal feature vector, which selectively focuses on several video frames to exploit the temporal structure. Intuitively, the temporal structure clues and the spatial visual information are two crucial elements in video captioning task. For the temporal clues, most approaches adopt attention-based RNN to model the relationship between generated words and relevant frames. However, most attentionbased models have no ability to focus on spatial information which are determined by objects in video captioning task. Compared with the temporal attention, region-level attention is more interpretive, and it can avoid more irrelevant information by selecting significant and discriminative semantic regions to describe the visual content. Currently, the object detection task and the object segmentation task have achieved great success in exploring spatial information of images [12] - [15] . Specifically, Faster R-CNN [12] and Mask R-CNN [14] have got great results in detecting objects and locating regions of objects accurately. Moreover, Mask R-CNN is an advanced segmentation method which can FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed FSTA framework. The Mask Pooling Module (green shaded box) is the main component of the encoder, which can encode the input video into a set of feature vectors V m , and feed them into the decoder. The decoder consists of a two layers LSTM network to selectively attend to spatial features. Finally, it concatenates the hidden states of the two layers LSTM network to generate the sentence verbatim.
generate high quality segmentation masks. Inspired by these tasks, idea is that the salient object regions are more helpful in capturing semantic information, and can effectively supplement the time clues to generate more human-like descriptions. Following the inspiration, we propose a Mask Pooling Module to focus on the content of interest, which achieved a region-level attention.
In this work, we propose the Fine-grained SpatialTemporal Attention Model (FSTA), to select important and distinct semantic regions with temporal clue for video captioning task. It can attend to the highly correlated regionlevel visual features and capture the temporal clue of videos. Our method can be considered as the adaptive fusion of soft attention and hard attention. Specifically, when generating the caption, the encoder will encode a video into a set of finegrained features of visual contents frame by frame. As illustrated conceptually in Fig. 1 , in the encoder part, we use a Mask Pooling Module which is a hard attention to extract the features of visual contents in exact region. Then, we use a two-layers LSTM network with soft attention mechanism as the decoder to generate the words. The attention-LSTM network can focus on the most correlated contents from the set of video features, and decode the visual information and language context clues to generate neural language descriptions for videos.
The main contributions of this work are threefold:
• We propose a Fine-grained Spatial-Temporal attention model for video captioning, which can focus on the location and period associated with the generated word.
• We design the Mask Pooling Module to encode the video frames, which is a region-level hard-attention module that extracts features of visual contents in regions, and will get visual features from the fine-grained region frame by frame.
• The proposed framework is evaluated on the popular datasets, namely the Microsoft Video Description (MSVD) [16] and Microsoft Research Video-to-Text (MSR-VTT) [17] . Experimental results indicates that our proposed FSTA shows competitive performances against state-of-the-art.
B. RELATED WORK
Automatically describe video content in natural language is a great challenge for artificial intelligence. In recent years, many methods have been proposed to solve this problem. In general, the approaches can be briefly grouped into three types, namely template-based methods, semantic attributebased methods, and attention-based methods.
1) TEMPLATE-BASED METHODS
Early works, inspired by the domain knowledge of natural language always focused on the components of a sentence, and attempted to make the model to generate description like human beings [18] - [20] . Firstly, template-based methods predefine a specific language template and divided the template into several fragments. Then, they align each fragments with the semantic labels detected from visual content to construct the description of the video. For instance, Guadarrama et al. designed a two-stage framework [18] . The first stage detects the semantic element fragments (e.g., subject, verb, object) as a triple from video frames, and the second stage generates a sentence based on the template. References [19] and [20] learn a CRF to map semantic sentence representation to high-level concepts, and model their relationship to generate sentences for the input video. However, these template-based methods are highly rely on templates, which results in the generated descriptions always of the same syntax.
Inspired by the widely use of attributes in visual recognition and analysis tasks [21] - [23] , several recent works leveraged attributes into visual captioning model [24] - [27] . Semantic attributes are labels of abundant semantic information detected from visual content. Specifically, [24] and [25] proposed methods to discover and encode the rich semantic attributes, such as objects attributes from frames and actions from video flow, and then add this high-level semantic information into the captioning models to enhance description generation. In addition, Liu et al. [27] designed a model to extract semantic knowledge from frame-level image captioning and combined with visual features of the video frame to benefit the captioning task. Their models describe the videos according to the the dynamic content of the visual information and semantic attributes. However, these models have a strong dependence on the semantic attributes models.
3) ATTENTION-BASED METHODS
With the development of attention mechanism, [11] and [28] use the attention model to automatically focus on regionsof-interest in the image captioning task. Meanwhile, [8] , [29] - [32] utilize soft attention mechanism to dynamically weight visual features in time series. Yao et al. [8] proposed a temporal attention LSTM model to dynamically calculate the weighted sum of the visual features those are associated to the currently generated word. Song et al. [32] designed the model with adjusted temporal-attention mechanism to avoid focusing on non-visual words (e.g.,, ''the'' and ''a'') during caption generation. Most recently, Li et al. [29] proposed a stacked attention model which calculates the attention weights at the region level and frame level to focus on the most relevant and detailed visual features. Although significant improvements were achieved, few models have the ability to pay attention to the exact region of visual contents in the video captioning task. In this paper, we design the fine-grained spatial-temporal attention model to focus on the detailed region-level features of the relevant temporal period. Compared with the previous works, our method can capture interested regions of semantic concepts in each frame and model the temporal structure of the video. To our knowledge, the proposed method is the first approach that focuses on the fine-grained semantic region-level feature by using the object segmentation method for video captioning.
II. METHOD
In this paper, we design the architecture of Fine-grained Spatial-Temporal Attention Model (FSTA) to generate video descriptions under the inspiration of paying attention to the interested region of semantic content. The proposed framework consists of two parts. The first part is the CNN encoder with the proposed Mask Pooling Module, which is a regionlevel hard-attention method. The second part aims to generate the video caption based on the LSTM network with temporallevel soft-attention. For clarity, in the following part, we first briefly present the generic Encoder-Decoder framework for video captioning. Then we introduce the details of the visual feature extraction and caption generation process of our method.
A. ENCODER-DECODER FRAMEWORK
In this section, the general encoder-decoder video captioning framework will be briefly introduced. Considering a given video V , the captioning model is required to automatically generate a sentence S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s T } to describe the content in it. Each word s t of S is represented by a one-hot vector. In the encoder-decoder framework, the parameters of the model are learned by maximizing the following formula: * = argmax
where denotes the parameters. According to the chain rule of conditional probability, the log likelihood function can be written as follows:
where the parameters are omitted for convenience. Therefore, we can minimize the following loss function to ensure the contextual relationship of the words in the generated sentence for the given video.
1) ENCODER
In a typical encoder-decoder framework for video captioning, visual features need to be extracted to capture the high-level information about the video. Due to the rapid development of CNNs, previous methods usually encode each video frame into a fixed-length representation In this way, the given video V is encoded by a CNN neural network as:
where n represents the number of input video frames, v i ∈ R d is the d-dimensional feature extract from the i-th frame.
2) DECODER
Decoder aims to generate the caption word based on the representation of video. Since the capabilities of modeling sequence, typically, words in captions are generated sequentially through RNN (e.g., LSTM), up to the end of the sentence. Generally, a basic LSTM unit has three gate functions: 
where the various matrices W , U are parameters of LSTM units to be learned, and b is the bias. σ denotes the logistic sigmoid non-linear activation function. denotes elementwise product. In the decoder LSTM network, the internal state is recursively updated through the computation function:
At each time step, the input vector of the LSTM unit consists of word embedding of s t , concatenated with the context feature vector c t extracted from the input video V at each time step t, given by:
where W e is the word embedding matrix. The visual context vector c t extracted from video V is a key component of the encoder-decoder framework. Finally, calculate the probability of the next generated word according to the input vector x t and the hidden state h t as followed:
where f represents the Softmax function to calculate the probability of s t .
B. MASK POOLING MODULE
In this subsection, we introduce the proposed mask-pooling module. With the tremendous development of object detection task, many excellent works have emerged, such as Faster R-CNN [12] , Yolo [13] and Mask R-CNN [14] . Mask R-CNN is the most recent work which designed a model which not only identifies and locates the objects in the image, but also generates a high quality segmentation for each object. Since our purpose is to get a more fine-grained feature in the regionlevel, we proposed the Mask Pooling Module as Fig. 2 . The Mask R-CNN model consisted of two parts. The first part generates bounding box proposals that may contain objects via scanning the feature maps of image, namely Region Proposal Network (RPN). Similar to the Faster-R-CNN, Mask R-CNN model predicts the category agnostic score at each spatial location to determine whether it contains objects and predicts multiple scales and aspect ratio anchor box proposals. Using the non-maximum suppression method, the boxes of the maximum confidence whose intersectionover-union (IoU) is not more than the IoU threshold will be reserved as the input to the next part. In the second part, the feature of each candidate box will be extracted by the RoIAlign module, and then object class prediction, bounding box offset and object masks generation will be completed in parallel. Mask R-CNN can predict the mask of objects meanwhile predicting class.
In this work, we adapt Mask R-CNN based on the ResNet-101 [33] and FPN [34] to implement the proposed module. We use the prediction of object mask and the feature maps extracted from ResNet backbone (conv5 layer) for each frame to compute the video features set V for video captioning. For each input video frame, we can get a set of masks M = {m 1 , . . . , m k , m k+1 } where k is the number of object masks, m k+1 is the background mask, and all the elements in the mask are binary representations as {0, 1}. Also a set of feature maps F of which dimension is S map × S map . Normally, the visual features (e.g., ResNet-101 feature) are obtained by an average pooling layer, which simply averages the feature of all the pixels in each feature map by channel. The proposed Mask Pooling Module only average the visual features of pixels that are significantly related to the object masks. Before pooling, we resize each mask of M to S map × S map as M r to adapt the size of feature maps. The pooling process for each frame can be modeled as:
M r = m r 1 , . . . , m r k , m r k+1 (11) where F denotes the feature maps of the current frame, and v f is a generic representation of video frame feature. v m i is the mask feature vector corresponding to the i th mask m i whose dimension is 2, 048 d, and i = 1, 2, . . . , k +1. v m is a general representation generated by (12) , which is very similar to the Global Average Pooling [35] on each channel:
where I denotes the number of elements that equal to 1 in mask m r . Once the mask feature of each frame v f is obtained, we stack all the mask feature v m together as the whole feature of input video:
where N represents the total number of masks predicted in all video frames. Due to the high quality segmentation of objects, the proposed Mask Pooling Module can decode the video in to finegrained region-level feature, which can help the model detect more accurate semantic information. For instance, taking the results in Fig. 3 , the proposed FSTA generates the words ''bag'' and ''girl'', which are relevant to the mask of object segmentation.
C. CAPTIONING MODEL
In the proposed method, we use a two-layers LSTM to generate the caption. As illustrated in the framework Fig. 1 , for the bottom LSTM layer, we employ an attention-LSTM layer as a visual attention model. And for the top LSTM layer we utilize a basic LSTM layer as a language model.
1) BOTTOM LAYER
For the bottom attention-LSTM layer, the input x t is the embedding vector of the previous word s t for each time step, given by:
where W e denotes the word embedding matrix, same to the mentioned above. Given the current hidden state h 1 t of the attention LSTM, we calculate the attention weight vector α j t through a Softmax function for each of the mask pooling feature v m j at time step t as follows:
where w T , W a , U a and b a are parameters to be learned. And the value of attention weight α t measures the relevance of each input features in V to the generated words. Then we can calculate context vector c t using mask pooling feature as follow: (17) note that at every time step t, α j t must meet N j=1 α j t = 1.
2) TOP LAYER
The top layer we used is a basic LSTM layer. The input consists of the context vector c t , concatenated with the hidden state h 1 t of the attention LSTM, given by:
The probability distribution over a set of possible words is obtained using the output of the language LSTM h 2 t as:
where U p , W p , b p and d are parameters to be learned. For the captioning model, the output words are generated based on the most relevant object features in region-level. The attention-based bottom layer of the captioning model can automatically determine which of the region-level visual feature should be focused. And the top layer can capture the VOLUME 6, 2018 temporal clues of visual features and mine deep language information for video captioning.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted experiments on two public video captioning datasets to evaluate the proposed FSTA and compare it with state-of-the-art approaches. Specifically, Microsoft Video Description (MSVD) [16] is a video captioning benchmark dataset consists of the most popular YouTube videos, and the other one Microsoft Research Video-to-Text (MSR-VTT) [17] is a recently released large-scale dataset for video captioning.
A. DATASETS 1) MSVD
MSVD [16] is a popular benchmark dataset for evaluating video captioning approaches, which is a collection of 1,970 YouTube snippets. Each clip has a duration between 10 and 25 seconds. And each clip has approximately 40 available English descriptions. In this work, we adopt the training, validation and test splits provided by [8] and [18] . Specifically, each of them includes 1,200, 100 and 670 videos respectively. [17] is a large-scale benchmark dataset for video understanding, which covers 20 categories of videos and has a wide variety of video content. Specifically, it contains 10,000 video clips with a total duration of 41.2 hours, and each clip has 20 sentences. We follow the official evaluation protocol provided by [17] .
2) MSR-VTT

MSR-VTT
B. EVALUATION METRICS
We adopt the following three common metrics of image or video captioning tasks to quantitatively evaluate our proposed models, namely BLEU@N [36] , METEOR [37] , and CIDEr-D [38] . All metrics are computed using the codes released by Microsoft COCO Evaluation Server 1 . Note that, the higher the score of the three evaluation metrics, the higher the quality of the generated captions.
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 1) DATA PREPROCESSING
For the descriptions, we converted all words to lowercase, tokenized the sentences, removed rare words 1 https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption and punctuations. The size of word dictionary we used was 13,000 for MSVD and 15,000 for MSR-VTT. For videos, we pick one sample every 30 frames from each video clip.
2) MASK POOLING MODULE
Our mask-pooling module was implemented based on the Mask R-CNN [14] . To guarantee the consistency of the generated object mask and its location in the feature maps, we resized images to P × P (e.g., 1, 024 × 1, 024) when we implemented Mask R-CNN. After the model was trained, the mask pooling features for all the resized frame sample can be calculated via the model.
3) CAPTIONING MODEL
For the captioning model, we set the number of hidden units to 1,024 for all the LSTM. Each of the words was represented as a ''one-hot'' vector, and the dimension of word embedding is set to 1,024. In addition, we employed Adadelta [42] with the gradient computed by the back-propagation algorithm to optimize the parameters, and applied the Dropout [43] to all layers with the rate of 0.5. Furthermore, during optimization and decoding, beam search is applied to find the optimal sentence, the number we used in the experiment is 5. Table 1 shows the performance comparison of our FSTA against both the non-attention based models and attention models. Overall, the results indicates that the proposed FSTA model (51.2% BLEU@4, 32.5% METEOR, 70.6% CIDEr) consistently achieves competitive performance against the state-of-the-arts on all metrics.
D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) RESULTS ON THE MSVD DATASET
Note that, the compared methods contain non-attention based methods (e.g., FGM, Mean Pool, S2VT, HMVC, and LSTM-E), and attention based models (e.g., TA, h-RNN, and MAM). FGM consists of two stages, the first stage obtains confidences of language elments(i.e. subject, verb, object and scene), and the second stage uses a factor graph to combine the elements with confidences to infer the most likely sentence combination. FGM performs the best in non-RNN methods. However, this template-based method not perform as well as the encoder-decoder methods, with respect to both BLEU and METEOR. In the CNN-RNN frameworks, Mean Pool simply averages the CNN features across all frames into one vector, and then decodes the vector into a sequence of words by the LSTM. S2VT utilizes a stacked LSTM to encode the frame feature sequence and generates a caption. LSTM-E used both 2D-CNN and 3D-CNN to learn video representation. HMVC employs a three layers of LSTM to model the dynamics within visual and textual modalities information and decodes them into a sequence of words. The proposed FSTA performs much better than these non-attention models, since FSTA can preserve more visual features that are correlated to generated words.
Besides, our FSTA is also superior to the advanced methods with attention mechanism. TA exploits the attention mechanism to dynamically focus on specific period of the video while generating sentence. Since FSTA not only focus on temporal-level clues but also attend to region-level information of the areas associated with the generated word, FSTA is superior to TA considering all metrics. h-RNN utilizes spatial and temporal attention mechanisms to automatically extract visual features related to the caption. MAM employs a two-level soft-attention model to focus on both the interested region and frame to generate captions. FSTA has 1.8% and 4.8% improvement over h-RNN in BLEU@4 and CIDEr-D, and it outperforms MAM on all the metrics. Specifically, FSTA performs better than MAM by 9.9%, 0.3% and 16.7% in BLEU@4, METEOR and CIDEr-D scores. Intuitively, the results illustrate that the fine-grained region-level and temporal-level attention of the proposed FSTA can provide more accurate information than MAM. Table 2 indicates the performance of different methods on the MSR-VTT dataset. The scores of above metrics are generally lower than those on MSVD, which is caused by the diversity of visual information and textual content in the videos. Among these methods, the proposed FSTA performs better on BLEU@4 and CIDEr, with 39.8 % @B4 and 41.1 % CIDEr. Meanwhile, the METEOR score of the FSTA model is slightly lower than HMVC, since the textual information are encoded with visual feature together. The performance on MSR-VTT verifies the effectiveness of our method, and demonstrates the rationality of our fine-grained region-level features we propose.
2) RESULTS ON THE MSR-VTT DATASET
3) COMPARISON BY ARCHITECTURE VARIATION
We analyze different architectures variation of decoder and different resolutions of feature maps on MSVD, as shown 
4) QUALITATIVE RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of our fine-grained spatialtemporal method (FSTA), we show several examples about the results with frame-level attention model and our FSTA in Fig. 3 . As is shown in case (a), the proposed FSTA can detect and generate the word ''bag'' which shows the effectiveness of the region-level feature. For case (b), our FSTA further generate the word ''girl'' from word ''man'' accurately. In case (c), the word ''running'' demonstrates the ability of FSTA to model dynamic action in temporal cues. And as shown in case (d), our FSTA even have the ability to detect the background and generate words like ''grass'', even if it doesn't exist in the ground truth. Compared to the temporal-attention method, our FSTA shows advantages in exploiting the accurate visual feature. With the proposed Mask Pooling Module, the model can hard-attend to the meaningful region of objects in video frames, and the two layers LSTM can automatically attend to the most correlated objects in temporal flow. In addition, the decoder also combines the attended visual features and all the previous words semantic information to get next word. In the process from video frames sequence to words sequence, FSTA can effectively avoid the interference of redundant visual information and remember the previous semantic information.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Fine-grained Spatial-Temporal Attention model (FSTA) to represent videos by a more fine-grained object-level features in video captioning tasks. Specifically, a novel Mask Pooling Module is proposed to encode video frames which is a hard-attention method at region level. A two layers LSTM is employed to selectively attend to the features at temporal level, and decode the VOLUME 6, 2018 visual features into video captions word by word. The proposed FSTA achieves competitive performance on two widely evaluated video captioning datasets, which verified that our model with hard-attention at region level and soft-attention at temporal level can efficiently ignore the interference of redundant visual features, and improve the accuracy of video captioning. In the future, we will investigate using the visualsemantic information for more interpretable sentences. VOLUME 6, 2018 
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